
Year 10 photography

GCSE FOUNDATION PROJECTS

What exactly does the word “photography” mean? For those of you that might be curious, it 
means “Writing with Light.” Yes, that is accurate. The word “Photo” stands for “light” and its 
suffix “graphy” stands for “writing.” That being said, making use of proper light is at the core 
of achieving good photography.



BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY TERMS AND WHAT THINGS DO: add things as we go along
PHOTOGRAPHY TERM WHAT IT MEANS

SHUTTER SPEED HOW LONG THE LENS STAYS OPEN ALLOWING LIGHT TO HIT 

THE FILM



CAMERAS FILM CAMERA

DIGITAL CAMERA

Label the diagram opposite. What 
do the different bit of the 
camera do?
The use these two boxes to 
describe the difference between a 
digital and film camera.

● BASIC STILL LIFE ON A TABLE
● HOW TO UPLOAD DIGITAL IMAGES AND STORE THEM ON 

GOOGLE
● USING A PHONE TORCH TO CREATE SHADOWS (STILL LIFE 

OBJECTS)
● USING A LIGHTBOX (STILL LIFE OBJECTS)
● LOOKING FOR TEXTURES ( ORIGAMI SHOOT)
● COLLECTIONS (FOUND OBJECTS)
● WHAT TO RESEARCH AND HOW TO WRITE ABOUT 

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THEIR WORK
● COMPARE TWO IMAGES OF STILL LIFE, TWO IMAGES OF 

EGGS
● PERSPECTIVE, FORCED PERSPECTIVE AND FORESHORTENING
● BASIC DARK ROOM SKILLS..WHAT EVERYTHING DOES/H&S
● PHOTOGRAMS IN THE DARKROOM
● LIGHT WRITING/DARKROOM AND LOCATION
● FOUND ALPHABET AROUND SCHOOL/AROUND WEYMOUTH
● UNUSUAL VIEWPOINTS

MINI PROJECTS…that might be completed during year 10



Annotating your 
work
Your work will be mounted in order along with 
written explanations/notes (called 
annotations) 
recording details of:
· What you took photographs of
· Why
· What you were hoping to achieve
· How it relates to your study
· How it has informed you (what you have learned 
from it)

When you print out and mount your work, make 
sure you include contact sheets, and annotate 
directly onto prints if necessary (local exposure 
controls, varying crop, layouts and format 
etc…)

Visual Brainstorm /mindmap
The best way to start a project and your workbook 
is to produce a visual brainstorm. This is simple a 
double page of images, key words and 
annotations that set you on a path in response 
to the opening topic of the project. This should 
include some photos take by you, some photos 
from books/magazines/internet and some 
examples of how other famous photographers in 
the past have approached the same or a similar 
topic (remember to leave the front page spare for 
your title page you will complete later).

Project plan 
It helps to produce a basic unit plan outlining:
· The theme of your response of the topic
· Photographers you are going to research to help 
inform the development of your ideas
· Methods and processes that you will use whilst 
producing your work

Layout and content of 
Photographers research pages 

A good way of gaining an insight into a 
photographers’ way of working is to step into 
their shoes by trying to recreate some of their 
images. But before you do this you need to 
closely look at their work to try to work out 
how they did it (which lens, how it was lit? 
etc.) It is important that you clearly lay out 
your research in such a way that this method is 
clear as this is a good opportunity to receive 
some good marks under AO1. The simplest way 
is as follows:

1 Photographer Introduction double Page

A brief introduction to the photographer, the style and nature of 
their work, the motives and influences and why you have chosen them 
in relation to the topic (what inspires you about their work). 

Examples of the type of work that inspires you

2 Image evaluation & recreation double page

A print out of an image of theirs evaluated using the guide described 
in the next section and a recreation of the same image made on the 
opposite page with annotations of how you achieved it. 

Content - looking at the subject of the 
photograph
What is it? What is it about? What is happening?

Where and when was it taken?

What do you think that the relationship between the photographer and subject/s is?

What does the photograph represent?

What has the photographer called the photograph?

Does the title change the way we see the photograph?

Is it a realistic depiction?

Have any parts been exaggerated or distorted? If so, why?

What is the theme of the photograph?

What message does the photograph communicate?

Composition - How the photograph is set out.

Form  - 3 Dimensional shape through use of tone 

Colour -Is the photograph colour or black and white? How does this affect the mood?

Tone -Is the photograph high or low contrast? How and why? The quality of light source can affect the 
tonal contrast? What kind of light source is there? 

Line -What sorts of lines are there in the photograph? How have they been positioned in relation to 
the rest of the composition? What effect does this have?

Shape -What sorts of shapes are there in the image? Doe they remind you of anything? Do you think the 
photographer meant this? What kind of marks does the photographer use?

Pattern/Texture -What kinds of patterns and/or textures are there in the photograph? 

How does the photograph make you feel?
Why do you think you feel like this?
Does the colour, texture, form or theme of the photograph affect your mood? How and why?

MAKE 
IT
PERSONAL!
Don’t copy 
and paste 
from 
wikipedia!



How do you get assessed?

Assessment Criteria What does this mean to your work?

AO1: Developing ideas through
investigations informed by contextual and other sources, 
demonstrating analytical and cultural understanding

You need to refer to  artists and photographers  to help inspire and 
develop your ideas.  
Demonstrate you understand their work through visual and written 
responses. Analyse the work of others’  making connections with your 
own work – use your student handbook to refer to.

AO2: Refining ideas through
experimenting and selecting appropriate resources, 
media, materials, techniques and
processes

Experimenting and trying out ideas through using a variety of media, 
techniques, processes.   
Document everything even if the work is not as successful – it’s part of 
your ‘refining’ journey. Don’t give up, try to develop responses which are 
linked. Improve the quality of your work.
Record exposure times, notes on contact sheets, ideas.

AO3: Record ideas, observations
and insights relevant to their
intentions in visual and/or other
Forms.

The quality of your photographs. Refer to the formal elements.
Make sure your work is well presented to show off the quality of your 

work.

AO4: Present a personal, informed
and meaningful response demonstrating analytical and 
critical understanding realising intentions and, where 
appropriate, making connections between visual, 
written, oral or other
elements. 

Producing a final outcome which is linked to the work of others.
Analyse and evaluate your work.  

Focus on the quality of your outcomes. Work beyond - take risks  

5

Each assessment objective is marked out of 24



● BASIC STILL LIFE ON A TABLE

In this project you will play around with everyday 
objects in the classroom and experiment with setups, 
layouts, viewpoints, lighting and formatting to create 
a range of outcomes in black and white and colour. 
This will help with work on typology, Still life, 
Commercial/advertising style photography. 
You will use natural light, classroom lighting, phone 
torches, lamps and light coming through a window as 
well as learning to use a light box. We may also do some 
studio lighting for this project. We will revisit this 
topic throughout the year as you learn new skills. 

The examples below show some of the things you can do wrong like, having too much 
in the background, getting the wrong contrast or picking a poor viewpoint so your 
object can’t be recognised easily. Some objects will look better in colour, while 
others would be better shot in black and white. 

IDEAS: Pile up 
some spoons and 
try to capture the 
shapes and curves, 
or fill glasses 
with coloured 
water and create a 
rainbow 
effect.Choose 4 
favourite objects 
and try different 
arrangements.



● USING A PHONE TORCH TO CREATE SHADOWS 
● USING A LIGHTBOX to capture small still life setups.

Very simple setups can 
be made to look magical 
just using a torch or 
fairy lights.Try 
lighting from the side 
or above to create more 
shadows and depth.

Chiaroscuro…light and 
shade. Chiaroscuro is 
the idea of creating 
drama using extremes of 
contrast. Renaissance 
painters used it 
extensively. Whole areas 
of an image would be 
really dark with no 
detail and then a small 
area would be lit from 
the side or below, 
accentuating the face or 
a single object.



● BASIC DARK ROOM SKILLS..WHAT EVERYTHING DOES/H&S

Timings for developing your print

Developer: 1 minute +
Stop: 30 seconds +
Fix:  5 minutes + (you can pop your print out to check it after about 1 minute)
Wash: 10 minutes +

Times will vary depending on the paper type and strength of 
chemicals.

Prints move from left to right through the 
three trays.

developer stop fixative

The chemicals will usually be ready to use. If you do need to mix them fresh, remember to always 
read the labels on the chemicals and follow the mixing guide accurately. You can use gloves and a 
mask if you prefer.Do not drink any of the chemicals and if any is splash din to your face or eyes seek 
immediate attention from a teacher/the school nurse. You should not be working unattended in the 
darkroom!

Follow the test strip procedure from the photograms slide to do test strips before printing 
full size prints from your negatives.Remember to check the enlarger is working, plugged in 
and that the red filter is over the lens before you put any paper underneath it. Check the 
timer is working. Keep photographic paper in a sealed, light tight box or bag until you need 
it. Make sure the RED safe light is on and main light is turned off before you get any paper 
out. We will go through the basics every time we use the darkroom to remind you what to do. 

ENLARGE
R



● PHOTOGRAMS IN THE DARKROOM

We will use a range of natural and man made objects to create our photographs by placing them on 
top of photographic paper and exposing them to light from the enlarger.You will make a test 
strip to see how long the exposure needs to be, then do a full sized print.Make sure to use the 
red filter when arranging the objects and move it away from the lens when you do the exposure. 

When making a photogram you are basically 
making a huge negative through which the 
light from the enlarger passes on to the 
paper. The paper will be exposed at different 
rates, depending on how dense/thick the 
objects are. Eg a solid metal object will 
block the light completely but a thin feather 
will let a ot of light through.Each 
photograph is different because the objects 
move.

Do a test strip first by laying one object on a strip of paper and slowly exposing 2cm at a time. You will 
use a piece of card to cover up the photographic paper. 

Card 
moved 
along in 
2cm steps

Photo paper test 
strip held down 
with a finger



Useful Photo Editing Apps/Websites

You will need to download a range of apps during the course, including some 
that allow you to adjust the shutter speed of your phone camera. If you find 
more good Apps please share in class. Slow shutter speed is a great app for 
doing light writing and star trails, Photoleap is best for applying simple 
filters. 

PHOTOPEA is a website version of 
photoshop and it’s free!



Photo collage and photo montage…creative ways with prints

Your creative journey can 
continue past the printing 
process. Many photographers 
work with found images or 
use their own to create 
collages, montages or 
graphic images. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS TO LOOK 
AT FOR RESEARCH:

John Heartfield
Kurt Schwitters
Man Ray
Hannah Hoch
Peter Blake
Jesse Treece

Choose examples of their work 
and then describe them, 
compare with each other, 
make personal comments. 
What do you think?

Make your own 
version using 
photocopies 
of your 
photos in 
colour or 
black and 
white.



● LOOKING FOR TEXTURES ( classroom ORIGAMI SHOOT)

In the lesson you will use different lighting 
styles to create a series of images of origami 
sculptures to capture the complex geometric 
patterns in them. You are aiming to show shape, 
line, tone and form. Create a triptych ( 3 
images) in black and white.

For homework I want you to travel 
around capturing a range of different 
textures. Print up your best 6 images, 
three black and white and 3 in 
colour.

Textures make very 
good sources of 
inspiration for more 
abstract photographic 
images. 

HOMEWORK TASK.. Outside shoot



● COMPARE TWO IMAGES OF STILL LIFE IMAGES OF EGGS
● Homework… take your own  (20)photographs of eggs using a range of 

backgrounds and lighting.

Still life research…

Choose 2 photographers to research who work mainly with still life 
photography. This could be realistic or more abstracted works. 
Choose images to describe and compare, include personal thoughts 
and some facts about the artist and then make your own versions 
at home. 

Edward weston

Imogen 
Cunningham

Ori Gersht

Olivia parker



COLOUR

● COLLECTIONS (FOUND OBJECTS) Typology (A Typology is the study of types, a 

popular means of surveying, categorising and ordering through photography.

We have looked at the work of Emily Blincoe and Barry rosenthal in class. 

● Create a slideshow/booklet to explain their work. Compare and contrast their subject matter and 
style. Remember to add personal thoughts on the artist’s work.

● Now, using objects you find at home, create your own series of collections images. 
● As an extension you could add more artists you have found yourself. This would add to your grade.

Emily BlincoeTypology photography
Barry Rosenthal



● LIGHT WRITING/DARKROOM AND LOCATION

Homework: take your own images at home or on location in the evening.

TASK: Do a page of analysis and comparisons 
between the 4 images on the right

Images created in the darkroom with 
christmas lights.

In the lessons you will experiment using different shutter speeds and ISO settings on 
your camera or phone, to see what difference they make to the images you create. You 
will use torches, phone torches, fairy lights, lightsabers and glow sticks to create 
patterns and words in the darkroom. You should aim to take up to 50 photographs 
from different angles, view points and using as many settings as you can so you can 
compare the results when you print them out. The images will change with your 
shutter speed but also the strength of the lights you are using. Mount up your best 4 
images



Artists to look at for light writing Hannu huhtamo

Pablo picasso

Trevor williams

Dana maltby

Patrick rochon



Found alphabet:

The idea here is that you will travel around school and where you live and 
photograph signs, logos and objects that look like letters of the alphabet in 
either upper or lower case. You can try to complete a whole alphabet or make 
words using the different images you have created, or do both. Often these 
look better when all the images are cropped to the same size and are the 
same shape. Sometimes you will have to crop out a part of a building or 
object to “create” the letter you are trying to capture. This is fine. You need 
to present your alphabet or words as a single printed sheet. Word works fine 
for this. 



Artists to look at for found alphabet…
David matthews

Abba richman

Pe
te
r 

de
ft
y 

These are more 
commercial 
shots and he 
sells them 
framed online.

Daily mail 
photojournalist
.



● UNUSUAL VIEWPOINTS… a fresh perspective on 
where you take your photos from. Photographs don’t always have to be mugshots, full face, 
eye level, straight forward. Think outside the box!

For this task you are going to 
have to find a location that 
allows you to look at things 
from a different angle. Above or 
below, through a gap, a staircase, 
through a frosted glass window 
or from lying on the ground. 
You can get some amazing 
creative images just by altering 
your viewpoint. Aim for 3 final 
images



Unusual viewpoints…
Artists to research for unusual 
viewpoints:

Joel 
robinson

Jordan Matter
Marc-olivier Jodoin

Vince flemming

Phuoc Le

Dan Myers



In the studio…lighting and backdrops.
This is where you can try out the 
studio lights along with backdrops. 
Most useful for portraits and 
capturing figures or groups of 
people. 
Getting the lighting right is very 
important. Whether it’s a family 
portrait or a large scale still 
life of food, you need to make sure 
you are not casting unwanted 
shadows or making something look 
distorted. A light meter in the 
camera or hand held helps you to 
get the right exposure time for 
your photographs. 

A basic studio layout consists of a large thick paper 
background on a roll and a set of 2 lights, possible 
with a reflector or an umbrella to soften the light. A 
tripod is often used to keep the camera steady.The 
rolled backdrop usually curves along the ground under 
the sitter so no shoes here please!!

You will experiment in pairs or small groups to look at 
different lighting effects and learn how to sync 
lights with a flash and your camera shutter. 

Lights and cameras on tripods are heavy 
and unstable at times so care needs to be 
taken not to knock them over and break 
them!



FOUNDATION EVALUATION…
What have I learned this year?
●
●
●
●

●

What has been the best project and why?

What has been the hardest project and why?

What other ideas do I want to learn about/investigate in year 11?

What could I have improved about the work i have done in year 10?


